Preliminary clinical study using a multiplex real-time PCR test for the detection of bacterial and fungal DNA directly in blood.
Early diagnosis of sepsis, rapid identification of the causative pathogen(s) and prompt initiation of appropriate antibiotic treatment have a combined impact on mortality due to sepsis. In this observational study, a new DNA-based system (LightCycler SeptiFast (LC-SF) test; Roche Diagnostics) allowing detection of 16 pathogens at the species level and four groups of pathogens at the genus level has been evaluated and compared with conventional blood cultures (BCs). One hundred BC and LC-SF results were obtained for 72 patients admitted to the intensive-care unit over a 6-month period for suspected sepsis. Microbiological data were compared with other biological parameters and with clinical data. The positivity rate of BCs for bacteraemia/fungaemia was 10%, whereas the LC-SF test allowed detection of DNA in 15% of cases. The LC-SF performance, based on its clinical relevance, was as follows: sensitivity, 78%; specificity, 99%; positive predictive value, 93%; and negative predictive value, 95%. Management was changed for four of eight (50%) of the patients because organisms were detected by the LC-SF test but not by BC. LC-SF results were obtained in 7-15 h, in contrast to the 24-72 h required for BC. According to the LC-SF results, initial therapy was inadequate in eight patients, and antibiotic treatment was changed. Our results suggest that the LC-SF test may be a valuable complementary tool in the management of patients with clinically suspected sepsis.